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UNIT – I

1. (a) What do you mean by type conversion? When it is required? Explain with suitable example.
[7M]

(b) The Scalene triangle is one category of triangles which have 3 unequal sides and 3 unequal angles.
Assume that user inputs 2 sides and the in between angle. Write a C program to compute area
for this scenario using the formula. [7M]
k = ab (sin (c) /2)

2. (a) Explain how evaluation of expression takes place in computer. Evaluate the following expression:
i = 2 ∗ 3/4 + 4/4 + 8− 2 + 5/8 [7M]

(b) If a five-digit number is input through the keyboard, write a C program to print a new number
by adding one to each of its digits. For example if the number that is input is 12391 then the
output should be displayed as 23402. [7M]

UNIT – II

3. (a) While purchasing certain items, a discount of 10% is offered if the quantity purchased is more
than 1000. If quantity and price per item are input through the keyboard, write a C program to
calculate the total expenses. [7M]

(b) Write a C program to reverse a input string given by user (without using string library functions).
[7M]

4. (a) In number theory, the prime factors of a positive integer are the prime numbers that divide that
integer exactly. For instance 2 and 5 are the prime factors of 10. Write a C program to enter
any number and find all Prime factors of the number. [7M]

(b) Write a C program that computes frequency of characters in a string i.e. which character is
present how many times in a string. For example in the string ”code” each of the character
’c’, ’o’, ’d’, and ’e’ has occurred one time. Only lower case alphabets need to be considered for
counting and other characters (uppercase and special characters) must be ignored. [7M]
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UNIT – III

5. (a) Define a macro MIN and MAX that gives the minimum and maximum of two values. Then write
a C program to test the macro definition. [7M]

(b) Write a function called arraySum that takes two arguments: an integer array and the number of
elements in the array. Have the function return as its result the sum of the elements in the array.

[7M]

6. (a) Write a C program to pass an array containing age of person and number of persons to a function.
This function should find average age and display the average age in main function. [7M]

(b) Write a c program to swap three integers in cyclic order using call by reference. [7M]

UNIT – IV

7. (a) How Structure and unions are assigned memory? Explain with diagram. [7M]
(b) Write a function elapsed_time that takes as its arguments two time structures and returns a

time structure that represents the elapsed time (in hours, minutes, and seconds) between the two
times. [7M]

8. (a) What is structure variable? Can a structure variable be defined as member of another structure?
Explain with example. [7M]

(b) Write a C program which asks the user to enter today’s date and calculates tomorrow’s date and
display the results. [7M]

UNIT – V

9. (a) Is it possible to pass arguments to C programs when they are being executed? Justify. [7M]
(b) Write a C program to write name and height of five students using an array of structures to a file

via fwrite(). Further, the program must read the array from the file and display on the screen.
[7M]

10. (a) What is EOF? How can we read a file, if it has multiple EOF characters? Compare with examples
the text file and binary file. [7M]

(b) Write a program that merges lines alternately from two files and writes the results to new file.
If one file has less number of lines than the other, the remaining lines from the large file should
be simply copied into the target file. [7M]
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